Life as a Woman Engineer in Corporate America

Aarthi Reash
SWE President for The Northeast Ohio Chapter

Date: March 27th, 2020
Where: WH 405
Time: 4:00pm
Food & Beverages will be provided

Aarthi Reash is an Electrical Engineer at MTD Products. She earned a BS in Electrical & Electronics Engineering and a MS in Electrical Engineering from Ohio University. Her interests lie in circuit design, and harnessing and benchmarking good practices in electronics. She became the SWE president for the Northeast Ohio chapter for FY 2019. In her career after college, she has been involved in several outreach & STEM activities through her employer in the neighborhood schools such as "Career day for high school" and "Junior Achievement for middle school". She is very proud of motivating & guiding young minds towards engineering & helping them succeed in their career.

The event is jointly presented by

IEEE Women in Engineering
IEEE Control Systems Society
SWE